
TODAY’S MINIMALLY-INVASIVE DENTISTRY DEMANDS MORE FROM FLOWABLE 
COMPOSITES.

In addition to its traditional use as a base liner under posterior composite restorations, the ability to provide a strong, durable, 
and esthetic conservative restoration using a flowable composite is an invaluable asset to any dental practice.

All-new EVANESCE™ FLOW has been engineered to complement the EVANESCE Universal Restorative composite line and 
features the very same chemistry; resulting in amazing esthetics, high strength and preferred handling. The shades and 
opacities available in EVANESCE FLOW mirror the applications that EVANESCE is designed for, and provide an excellent shade 
and opacity match to EVANESCE and the VITA Classic shade guide, enabling it to be used on its own or in combination with 
EVANESCE. EVANESCE FLOW moves easily when manipulated without sticking to the instrument causing pull-back. EVANESCE 
FLOW is thixotropic for improved control, is easily dispensed from the syringe, and will not slump on a vertical surface – making it 
ideal for use in Class V’s and small Class II’s. Regardless of its application, its relatively low rate of shrinkage (3.6% compared with 
up to 5%), and high filler content (62% by weight and 48% by volume), make it truly universal for use anywhere in the mouth.

WHETHER YOU’RE CHOOSING FOR SHADE, LOCATION OR OPACITY — 
THERE’S AN EVANESCE FLOW FOR THAT!

RESTORATIVE

EVANESCE FLOW is ideal for superficial Class I and II’s due to its esthetics, ability to be adapted to the 
tooth and high strength. Class V’s benefit from its no-slump handling and range of opacities and shades. 
EVANESCE FLOW is invaluable as a liner base in posterior restorations to support the dentinal/adhesive 
seal, preventing post-op sensitivity due to its low contraction shrinkage. Radiographically, EVANESCE 
FLOW is easily distinguishable from tooth structure and neighbouring composite with a radiopacity of 
200% Al.

Available in the most popular shades, EVANESCE FLOW A1, A2, and A3 Enamel shades will satisfy the 
majority of applications. However, an A4 Universal shade is also available for the aging population; 
while B1 Enamel and BL1 (Bleach) Universal shades are perfect for younger patients or for those who 
have previously whitened their teeth. In situations where there are varying degrees of cavity depth or 
discoloration of the underlying tooth structure, A4 Universal and A2 Dentin shades provide the ability to 
esthetically mask-out or layer the restoration. EVANESCE FLOW is 

clearly distinguishable 
from composite on a 

radiograph for ease of 
diagnosis.

Esthetic and strong, easy to express and manipulate, available in the most popular shades and opacities, 
EVANESCE FLOW is the ideal solution to minimally-invasive restorations and a vital component to your 
large composite cases.
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